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Abstract: Deposited Au films and coatings are, nowadays, routinely used as active or passive
elements in several innovative electronic, optoelectronic, sensing, and energy devices. In these devices,
the physical properties of the Au films are strongly determined by the films nanoscale structure.
In addition, in these devices, often, a layer of Ti is employed to promote adhesion and, so, influencing
the nanoscale structure of the deposited Au film. In this work, we present experimental analysis
on the nanoscale cross-section and surface morphology of Au films deposited on Ti. In particular,
we sputter-deposited thick (>100 nm thickness) Au films on Ti foils and we used Scanning Electron
Microscopy to analyze the films cross-sectional and surface morphology as a function of the Au film
thickness and deposition angle. In addition, we analyzed the Au films surface morphology by Atomic
Force Microscopy which allowed quantifying the films surface roughness versus the film thickness
and deposition angle. The results establish a relation between the Au films cross-sectional and
surface morphologies and surface roughness to the film thickness and deposition angle. These results
allow setting a general working framework to obtain Au films on Ti with specific morphological and
topographic properties for desired applications in which the Ti adhesion layer is needed for Au.
Keywords: Au; Ti; sputtering; morphology; roughness

1. Introduction
Deposited Au films and coatings are, nowadays, routinely used as active or passive elements in
several innovative electronic, optoelectronic, sensing, and energy devices [1–3]. These technologies
require exploitation of the electronic, magnetic, optical, mechanical and thermal properties unique to
metallic materials. Generally, the prerequisites for a “good” metallization include strong adhesion,
high electrical conductivity, and a clean interface with the contacting material [4,5]. The problems
connected to these aspects are well-known from the development of the microelectronics era [4,5],
where metal films and coatings were used on semiconductors or oxides as electrical contacts and
interconnections [6]. Metallic coatings have known a renewed interest with the development of the
nanotechnology era [1–3]. In fact, deposited metallic films, having nanoscale thickness, present artificial
physical properties enhancing the performances of several devices [1–3]. In this sense, for example,
they find application in the production of solar cell devices, complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) devices, sensing devices, etc. by exploiting their structure-dependent electronic, magnetic,
optical, and thermal properties [1–3]. As specific examples: (a) the continuing downscaling of CMOS
devices poses stringent requirements on the optimization and reliability of all components of the
devices [3]. With the approaching of the quantum electronic devices with a projection of a gate length
of 4–5 nm [3] it is likely that metal contacts will play a crucial role. It can be anticipated, however,
that the successful downscaling demand high-performance contacting metals in terms film thickness,
crystallographic phase, and surface/interface morphology; (b) the mechanical properties of metallic
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films often determine the reliability of electronic, optical, magnetic devices [3]. During operation
of devices employing metallic coatings, very significant stresses, can develop in the metallic films
(especially for very thin films) causing distortion and even failure. Therefore, the strict control of
the metal film structure (in terms of structural and chemical defects) is essential in establish the final
device reliability so as in the next-generation micro- and nano-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS and
NEMS) [3]; magnetic thin films having nanoscale controlled structure present unique properties such
as magnetocrystalline, interfacial and shape anisotropy [3]. The characteristic of these anisotropies
can be finely controlled by the control of the film nanoscale morphology and employed in magnetic
recording devices, sensing devices, etc. [3]; metal films have been shown to guide light in visible,
infrared, and terahertz portions of the electromagnetic spectrum by coupling radiation to surface
plasmons [3]. However, characteristics such as plasmons mode propagation length and coupling
efficiency, depends upon the optical properties of metallic films which are, in turn, determined by the
structural ones [3].
In this general context, the wide-range control and modification of the metal film nano-morphology is
crucial in the exploitation of their properties for desired applications, and this can be as result of the control of
the deposition process parameters [7]. One of the prime concerns towards the reliability of these technologies
is the adhesion strength of the metal film to the semiconductor or insulator substrate (which can be quantified,
for example, by the adhesion energy Eadh = γfv + γsv − γfs (J/m2), being γfv the metal film surface energy,
γsv the semiconductor or insulator substrate surface energy, and γfs the film-substrate interface
energy) [1–3,6,8–11]. Therefore, adhesion is a characteristic property of the film-substrate system on
the basis of the material forming the two system components, involving the materials atomic bonding.
In addition, in real systems, adhesion is dependent on the mechanical properties of the two materials
brought into contact. In particular, the mechanical properties of thin films of materials (i.e., fracture
and deformation properties) are, often, very different from those of the corresponding bulk materials
making the adhesion behavior of the film-substrate system different from that of the corresponding
bulk-bulk materials system [6]. Gold is widely used as metallic coating for semiconductors and
oxides due to the wide range of properties it offers on the nanoscale, ranging from the optical ones
(i.e., plasmonic, in particular) to the electrical ones [1–3]. However, since Au does not easily bond
well to semiconductors and oxides (SiO2 is the main example), a layer of titanium or titanium oxide
is employed to promote adhesion [8–12]. In most cases, the Au metallization of semiconductors and
oxides surfaces requires a high adhesive strength of the Au layer to increase the mechanical reliability
of the micro- and nano-electronics devices [1–6,12–15]. In this regard, prior to the formation of an Au
electrode layer on the semiconductor or oxide substrates, Ti or TiO2 are usually deposited to strongly
bind the substrate and Au together. Au, as other metals, poorly wet semiconductors and oxides and
cluster in three-dimensional particles when deposited on these substrates. For example, the adhesion
energy of these metals to SiO2 is, typically, between 0.2 and 1.0 J/m2 . However, the insertion of Ti or
TiO2 buffer layers between metals and SiO2 increases the adhesion energy by more than one order of
magnitude [10]. On the other hand, the insertion of the Ti or TiO2 adhesion layer greatly affects the
nanoscale morphology of the Au film which is grown on it. The final nano-morphology of the deposited
film is determined by the competing kinetic and thermodynamic processes occurring for the adatoms
on a surface (diffusion, nucleation, etc.) [7]. These processes are largely influenced by the interaction of
the deposited atoms with the atoms of the substrate (since this interaction affects the adatoms surface
diffusion). In this regard, in particular, the nanoscale control of the Au film structure is crucial towards
the determination of its properties in view of applications in functional nano-devices. For example,
the roughness of deposited metal films is one of the most critical determining final electrical, optical and
other properties of the systems [16–25]. As examples: (a) one of the key issue in the modern integrated
circuit technology is the dramatic increase in metallic interconnect resistivity with decreasing cross
section thickness. This effect, by increasing the time delay, seriously affects the future evolution of the
microelectronic devices [18]. Below 100 nm thickness, the electrons scattering process by the metal
film surface roughness becomes more and more pronounced and becoming predominantly below
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50 nm thickness. In this sense, the fabrication of ultraflat metallic films (with roughness much smaller
than the electrons mean free path) is essential is essential in limiting the surface roughness scattering
process; (b) the surface plasmonic properties of rough metal films can be exploited for the fabrication
of ultra-sensitive Raman-based sensing devices [19]. In these devices, the nanoscale film roughness
strongly affects the surface enhancement factor of the Raman spectroscopy. The surface roughness
dictates, in fact, both the metal surface exposed area and the overall interaction of the light with the
metal on the nanoscale level; (c) the surface roughness of metal films establishes, on the nanoscale level,
the characteristics of the light interaction with the film. As a consequence, the roughness determines
the absorbing and scattering properties of the metal film. By controlling these properties, thin metal
films are exploited as light absorbing or scattering elements in plasmonic solar cells or other optical
devices [20–23]; (d) laser-induced photochemistry on metal surfaces is widely studied as an effective
means to catalyze surface reactions for specific adsorbates [24]. However, the surface roughness of the
metal film was proved to greatly impacts on the rate of the reactions by controlling the light absorption
in the metal film; (e) surface roughness dictates, also, the surfaces wetting properties and its nanoscale
control is essential for designing and controlling wetting processes in general. This is particularly
important in the extreme case of ultra-hydrophobic surfaces, for which roughness results in very high
water contact angles and very low water roll-off angles [25].
Therefore, it is clear the recent importance devoted by the scientific research on nanoscale rough
metal surface and in the development of methods to produce, on surfaces, metal films with controlled
and desired surface roughness.
On the basis of the previous considerations, the aim of the present paper is to report on the
experimental analysis of the nanoscale cross-section and surface morphology of thick Au films
(>100 nm thickness, in contrast to ultrathin Au films with thickness <10 nm and thin Au films
with thickness in the 10–100 nm range) deposited on Ti. The results of these analyses, performed by
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), allow to set a general
working framework to obtain Au films on Ti with specific morphological and topographic properties
for desired applications in which the Ti adhesion layer is needed for Au.
2. Materials and Methods
99.99%-pure Ti foil (with a few angstroms thick layer of titania on the surface) was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, United States) [26]. Slides (about 1 cm × 1 cm) were cut from the starting
Ti foil. Regarding the Au depositions on the Ti slides, Au foil (99.999% purity, 6 cm diameter) was used
as sputtering target. The Au sputtering depositions on the Ti slides were performed by using a RF
Emitech K550X sputter coater (Laughton, East Sussex, UK) employing Ar gas for the sputtering process
at a pressure of 0.02 mbar during the depositions. The depositions were carried out maintaining the Ti
substrates at room temperature ad stationary and at a distance of 40 mm from the Au target. During
the Au depositions, the working current was fixed to 50 mA while the deposition time was fixed to
20 or 32 min, so to change the resulting Au film thickness on the Ti substrate. In addition, the Au
depositions were performed in normal incidence (maintaining the substrate parallel to the target,
θ = 0◦ ) or in oblique incident (fixing an angle of θ = 48◦ between the normal direction to the substrate
and the normal direction to the target), see the scheme in Figure 1. The Au film growth rate r depends
on the substrate inclination [27–32]: in normal incidence condition, Au films of thickness h0 ~220 nm
(20 min deposition, namely sample A1), or 350 nm (32 min deposition, namely sample A2) are obtained
(r0 ~0.18 nm/s), while in oblique incidence condition, Au films of thickness h48 ~140 nm (20 min
deposition, namely sample B1), or 230 nm (32 min deposition, namely sample B2), corresponding to
h0 cos(48◦ ) [27–32], are obtained (r48 ~0.12 nm/s). Table 1 summarizes the fabricated samples.
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Figure 1. Scheme of the experimental setup for the Au depositions on Ti in normal condition (θ = 0◦ )
or in oblique condition (θ = 48◦ ).
Table 1. Summary of the deposition conditions (deposition angle and deposition time) of the Au films
and resulting thickness of the Au films. The first column reports the names assigned to the samples.
Sample

Deposition Angle θ (◦ )

Deposition Time (min)

Au Film Thickness h (nm)

A1
A2
B1
B2

0
0
48
48

20
32
20
32

220
350
140
230

A Zeiss FEG-SEM Supra 25 Microscope (Oberkochen, Germany) was employed to perform
the cross-sectional and plan view Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analyses of the deposited
Au films (using an acceleration voltage of 5 kV). Also AFM analyses of the deposited Au film
surfaces were performed by using a Bruker-Innova microscope (Billerica, MA, USA) operating in
high-amplitude mode. Concerning these analysis, ultra-sharpened Si tips were used (MSNL-10 from
Bruker Instruments, Billerica, MA, United States, with anisotropic geometry, radius of curvature ~2 nm,
tip height ~2.5 µm, front angle ~15◦ , back angle ~25◦ , side angle 22.5◦ , nominal spring constant of
0.07 N/m). The Si tips were substituted as soon as a resolution loose was observed during the AFM
images acquisition. The AFM images were analyzed by using the SPMLABANALYSES V7.00 software
to extract values for the RMS (Root Mean Square) of the Au films surface.
3. Results and Discussions
First of all, we report cross-sectional and plan-view SEM micrographs of the Au films deposited
on Ti in the various conditions. Figure 2 reports the SEM micrographs for sample A1 (θ = 0◦ , 20 min
deposition, h0 ~220 nm), cross-views with increasing magnification from Figure 2a–c, and plan-views
with increasing magnification from Figure 2d–g. Figure 3 presents the SEM micrographs for
sample A2 (θ = 0◦ , 32 min deposition, h0 ~350 nm), cross-views with increasing magnification
from Figure 3a–c, and plan-views with increasing magnification from Figure 3d–f. Then, Figure 4
reports the SEM micrographs for sample B1 (θ = 48◦ , 20 min deposition, h48 ~140 nm), cross-views
with increasing magnification from Figure 4a–c, and plan-views with increasing magnification from
Figure 4d–f. Finally, Figure 5 shows the SEM micrographs for sample B2 (θ = 48◦ , 32 min deposition,
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h0 ~230 nm), cross-views with increasing magnification from Figure 5a–c, and plan-views with
increasing magnification from Figure 5d–f.
In particular, observing the images in Figure 2, it is evident that in sample A1 (θ = 0◦ , 20 min
deposition, h0 ~220 nm) the Au film on Ti is a uniform and dense layer. It can be recognized, in this case,
that the film is formed by dense touching grains which are elongated perpendicularly to the substrate.
The plan dimensions of these elongated grains ranges, roughly, from about 20 nm to about 60 nm
(see Figure 2g characterized by the highest magnification). However, even if compact, the film clearly
shows a columnar structure. This columnar structure establishes the peculiar surface morphology
(Figure 2d–f) in which round-shaped structures (each corresponding to the top-side of a column)
are evident.

Figure 2. Cross-section ((a–c), with magnification increase from (a) to (c)) and plan-view ((d–g),
with magnification increase from (d) to (g)) SEM images of the thinner (220 nm-thick) Au film deposited
at θ = 0◦ on Ti (sample A1).

Figure 3. Cross-section ((a–c), with magnification increase from (a) to (c)) and plan-view ((d–f),
with magnification increase from (d) to (f)) SEM images of the thicker (350 nm-thick) Au film deposited
at θ = 0◦ on Ti (sample A2).
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Figure 4. Cross-section ((a–c), with magnification increase from (a) to (c)) and plan-view ((d–f),
with magnification increase from (d) to (f)) SEM images of the thinner (140 nm-thick) Au film deposited
at θ = 48◦ on Ti (sample B1).

Figure 5. Cross-section ((a–c), with magnification increase from (a) to (c)) and plan-view ((d–f),
with magnification increase from (d) to (f)) SEM images of the thicker (230 nm-thick) Au film deposited
at θ = 48◦ on Ti (sample B2). (g) Reports a much higher magnification cross-view image to better
highlight a branching phenomenon of the Au columns.
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Concerning, instead, the thicker Au film (350 nm, 32 min deposition) deposited in normal
incidence condition, as imaged in Figure 3, the columnar structure is yet recognizable but it is less
evident from the cross-sectional images ((a)–(c)) leading, also, to a more flat surface morphology with
respect to the thinner Au film. In discussing these first results, we observe that the Au adatoms,
upon arriving over the substrate surface from the atomic vapor generated from the source (Au target),
perform a random walk (i.e., surface diffusion) on the surface which can be quantitatively described
by the surface diffusion coefficient D = D0 exp[−EA /kT] (D and D0 measured in m2 /s, and EA J (or eV)
so as kT), being D0 (the pre-exponential factor) related to the adatom attempt frequency from a surface
site to another, EA the activation energy for the hopping phenomenon, k the Boltzmann constant
and T the absolute temperature at which the adatoms hopping process occurs [31,33]. Key factors
establishing EA are, for example, the interatomic energy between the adatoms and the substrate atoms
and between the adatoms themselves. The very first step of the Au film growth is the Au clusters
formation (homogeneous and/or heterogeneous nucleation stage). The characteristics of such a stage
are of paramount importance in establishing the structural properties (defects, stress, etc.) of the final
grown film after the overall deposition process. In this nucleation stage, the surface density of the
adatoms is very low, so that atomic interaction is, mainly, between the adatoms and the substrate
atoms. However, in this stage, the surface deposited adatoms interact, also, with the new atoms
continuously arriving from the vapor-phase during the deposition. Therefore, this interaction becomes
a competitive phenomenon to the adatoms surface diffusion process: the final film morphology will
be determined, eventually, by the competition between the adatoms surface diffusion and the rate
of arriving atoms from the vapor-phase. As an extreme case, at very high deposition rates, adatoms
on the substrate surface are buried under newly impinging atoms, limiting, so, the adatoms joining
rate to other diffusing adatoms but becoming potential nucleation site for the arriving atoms from
the vapor-phase. In the opposite case, at very low deposition rates, the adatoms can probe a very
high surface area per unit time, leading to a high nucleation rate at surface defects and high joining
rate for diffusing adatoms. It is evident that, continuing the deposition, these two extreme situations
will lead films with different nanoscale structure and morphology. We can summarize the above
√
observations by considering, as final result, that the adatoms surface diffusion length LD = Dt
(t the diffusion time) is, also, established by the deposition rate [27,31]. The overall parameters
determining the adatoms mobility on the substrate surface can be summarized as the adatom-surface
interaction, the substrate temperature, the atoms deposition rate from the vapor-phase, and the energy
of the atoms arriving on the surface from the vapor-phase. All these kinetics and thermodynamics
parameters concur in establishing the film growth characteristics and, so, the final film nanoscale
morphology. We focus, now, our attention, in particular, on the effect of the adatom-surface interaction
on the adatoms mobility. A general rough classification distinguishes atoms which are chemisorbed
or physioadsorbed on the substrate surface [27]. Chemisorbed atoms chemically react with the
surface atoms establishing strong chemical bindings with typical binding energies of the 1 eV order.
Physioadsorbed atoms, instead, interact weakly with the surface atoms, mainly by van der Waals forces.
In this case, the binding energy is, typically, in the 0.3–0.4 eV range. Obviously, this distinction greatly
impacts on the adatoms surface mobility: higher the binding energy between adatoms and surface
atoms lower, then, the adatoms surface mobility. Fixed the chemical nature of atoms to be deposited
(in addition to the substrate temperature, atoms arriving rate from the vapor-phase, and energy of the
arriving atoms), the substrate can be changed to pass from chemisorbed adatoms to physioadsorbed
adatoms. Chemisorbed adatoms will be characterized by a lower diffusion length with respect to
physioadsorbed adatoms. This classification leads to conclude, roughly, that chemisorbed adatoms
on the surface could be potential nucleation sites for newly arriving atoms, while physioadsorbed
adatoms tend to condensate at surface preferential sites (defects or impurities). It is clear that in these
two extreme cases, continuing the deposition, films of the same material will be formed but with very
different nanoscale structure and morphology and, as a consequence, with very different properties
such as density, adhesion behaviour, etc. In the specific case of Au films, these considerations justify
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why Ti or TiO2 layers are usually used as adhesion layers for Au films on oxides (SiO2 , for example).
In fact, the binding energy of Au atoms to Ti atoms is quite large (Nagata et al. [9], in particular,
quantified the improvement of the adhesive strength of Au on Ti with respect to SiO2 ). Therefore,
in the discussion of the nano-morphology of the Au films grown on Ti, we have to consider a lower
Au adatom diffusivity (when fixed the others parameters, i.e., substrate temperature and atomic flux).
The high binding energy of Au adatoms on Ti (i.e., chemisorbed adatoms) strongly decreases the
adatoms surface mobility. In this situation, on Ti the continue nucleation of new small Au clusters
is promoted in the very first stage of the Au film growth. These small clusters, however, are quickly
buried by the new arriving atoms from the vapor-phase. As a result, the growing Au film develops
a columnar morphology being each column originated by the small nucleus (cluster) formed and
buried in the first stage of the growth. For normal deposition (θ = 0◦ ) the columns forming the final
film are normal to the substrate surface (see Figure 2a–c). However, increasing the amount of deposited
Au atoms, these atoms diffuse along the growing Au surface on the substrate and along the Au grains
boundaries. As a result, the thicker Au film formed on the Ti surface (see Figure 3 in comparison to
Figure 2) becomes more dense partially losing the columnar morphology. Typically, the crossover
thickness from Au clusters/islands to a continuous Au film on substrates is lower than 10 nm [34–36]:
in particular, Zhang et al. [36], evaporating Au on Ti/TiO2 at room temperature, found that for Au
thickness lower than 1 nm, the Au grows has hemispherical three-dimensional islands, then forms
partially coalesced worm-like island structures for thickness higher than 1.5 nm reaching a percolative
quasi-continuous film morphology at thickness of 8 nm and, finally, becoming a continuous rough film
at thickness higher than 12 nm.
Now, we focus our attention on the cross-section and surface morphology of the Au films grown
on the Ti substrate by the oblique-angle depositions, Figures 4 and 5. Oblique angle deposition of
thin metal film is, nowadays, a well-established method to grow anisotropic structured films [27–32].
In the oblique angle deposition condition, in addition to the kinetics and thermodynamics processes
for the adatoms on surface, a key geometrical effect concurs in the film formation and final structure:
the self-shadowing effect, which is competitive to the adatoms surface diffusion process [27–32]. In the
oblique deposition condition, the shadowing effect dictates the preferential deposition of the atoms
arriving from the vapor-phase on top of the highest surface features, see the scheme in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Schematic picture illustrating the shadowing effect during the Au atoms deposition in the
oblique condition and in the late state of the deposition process, when high Au surface structure are
formed on the substrate surface. h is the characteristic height of these surface structures, θ the atoms
deposition angle (angle for which the atoms from the vapor-phase arrive on the substrate surface),
and LS the resulting shadowing length.
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In fact [29], in the oblique deposition condition, the highest surface features geometrically shadow
other surface regions from direct impingement by the incoming atoms from the vapor-phase (Figure 6).
In the shadowed surface regions, adatoms can arrive only by indirect processes (vapor atoms reflection,
scattering or desorption) or by surface diffusion from the other surface regions. The oblique angle
deposition, so, by the self-shadowing effect, results in voided and low-density films. The result of
such an effect is, also, the enhancement of the columnar morphology of the growing film, as we clearly
◦
observe for the
√ thicker Au film deposited on Ti at θ = 48 (Figure 5). The adatoms surface diffusion
length LD = Dt quantifies the effect of the surface diffusion. In a similar way a shadowing length
LS can be introduced to describe quantitatively the self-shadowing effect [32]. The capturing radius
due to the shadowing increases with increasing the height h of the surface structures and the oblique
angle θ so that LS = htanθ [31,32]. The final film morphology is dictated by the competition between
LD and LS . LD is proportional to D/F (D the adatoms surface diffusivity and F the atoms impinging
flux) and LS is proportional to the adatoms incidence angle θ. Our data in Figures 4 and 5 show that
the columnar morphology of the Au film is evident when it is deposited on the Ti substrate in the
oblique incidence condition. This is particularly evident for the thicker Au film (Figure 5). Therefore,
with respect to the Au film deposited in the normal incidence condition, in this case a less-dense film
is obtained presenting an oblique-oriented columnar structure. In addition, the Au columns forming
the film present a branched morphology (see Figure 5c) of the oblique-oriented columns forming
the film. The branched morphology of the columns is due, according to Karabacak et al. [32], to the
low adatom diffusivity D with respect to the vapor atoms impinging flux F, i.e., low value of D/F
leading to metastable structures, since the adatoms are “frozen” in a spatial metastable configuration
by the continuous arrival of new atoms from the vapor phase. The Monte Carlo-based simulations
by Karabacak et al. [32] show that, in the oblique deposition condition, the branching of the growing
columns is more and more enhanced as the adatoms surface diffusion rate is lower and lower (when
fixed the atoms arrival rate). Our data are fully in agreement with these simulation results.
To further analyze the topographical differences in the four Au films on the basis of the thickness
and deposition angle, we proceeded to the AFM analysis of the corresponding surfaces. In particular,
these analyses allowed us to quantify the Au films surface roughness σ.
First of all, Figure 7 reports representative 1 µm × 1 µm AFM images (three-dimensional
reconstructions) of the surface of: (a) bare Ti foil, (b) thinner (220 nm) Au film deposited, at normal
incidence, on the Ti foil, (c) thinner (140 nm) Au film deposited, at oblique incidence, on the Ti
foil, (d) thicker (350 nm) Au film deposited, at normal incidence, on the Ti foil, (e) thicker (230 nm)
Au film deposited, at oblique incidence, on the Ti foil. The surface morphology of the Au film,
in each case, resembles that evidenced by the SEM analysis for the corresponding sample. However,
the AFM analysis give direct information on the height of the surface structures as evident from the
three-dimensional AFM images reported in Figure 7: each images is accompanied by the z-scale (height
scale). It is just evident the difference in the height scale for the bare Ti surface with respect to height
scale of the samples having the Au film deposited on top. For the bare Ti surface the height scale
ranges from 0 to 100 nm, in sample A1 from 0 to 35 nm, in sample B1 from 0 to 45 nm, in sample A2
from 0 to 20 nm, in sample B2 from 0 to 25 nm. Qualitatively, the 0-100 nm range in the height scale for
the bare Ti sample is just an indication of a higher surface roughness with respect to the other samples
since, in this sample, the height differences between valleys and peaks should be higher than in the
other samples (as we will see in the following, the roughness parameter quantifies the vertical spacing
of a surface, neglecting the horizontal spacing. If the vertical spacing are large, the surface is rough;
if they are small the surface is smooth).
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Figure 7. 1 µm × 1 µm three-dimensional AFM images of the surface of: (a) bare Ti foil; (b) thinner
(220 nm) Au layer deposited, at θ = 0◦ , on Ti foil (sample A1); (c) thinner (140 nm) Au layer deposited,
at θ = 48◦ , on Ti foil (sample B1); (d) thicker (350 nm) Au layer deposited, at θ = 0◦ , on Ti foil (sample A2);
(e) thicker (230 nm) Au layer deposited, at θ = 48◦ , on Ti foil (sample A2).

However, the AFM analyses allow quantitative evaluations on the Au films surface roughness.
The roughness of a surface can be characterized by several parameters and functions [37–40]. The most
used are the roughness average Ra and the Root Mean Square (RMS) width σ. They are defined,
respectively, as Ra = <z(x,y)> and σ = <z(x,y)2 >1/2 being z(x,y) = h(x,y) − <h(x,y)> with h(x,y) the height
function and <z(x,y)> the spatial average over a planar reference surface [34–40]. Therefore, Ra is the
arithmetic mean of the absolute values of the height of the surface profile. On the other hand, the RMS
σ of a surface is similar to the roughness average Ra , with the only difference being the mean squared
absolute values of surface roughness profile [40]. In particular, for the present analysis, we choose to
characterize the surfaces roughness using the RMS (σ) parameter since it is more sensitive to surface
peaks and valleys than Ra due to the squaring of the amplitude in its calculation [40]. We point out
that there are two important factors which affect the resolution of the surface roughness measurement:
the AFM instrument noise (which limits the vertical resolution), and the tip radius (which limits the
spatial resolution). Regarding these aspects, we observe that: (i) the Bruker-Innova AFM instrument,
thanks to the closed-loop measurement configuration, nominally, reaches a z noise floor <50 pm RMS,
a closed-loop xy noise <1.2 nm RMS, and z linearizer noise <200 pm RMS [41]; (ii) we used, for the AFM
measurements, Si tips with nominal radius of curvature of ~2 nm. Considering that the SEM analysis
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(Figures 2–5) evidenced, in the analyzed samples, the formation of Au structures characterized by
cross- and plan-dimensions (and spacing) much larger than these values, the following RMS analysis
are not crucially affected by the instrument resolution limits.
Therefore, for each sample, we acquired, at least, six AFM images per sample (1 µm × 1 µm).
Using each image, the value σi of the roughness corresponding to that image was calculated by
the SPMLABANALYSES V7.00 software. It calculates σi implementing a routine which evaluates
σi = <z(x,y)2 >1/2 . Then, to each sample was associated the corresponding mean roughness σ as the
mean value obtained by (at least) the six σi values. The error in σ was derived as the standard deviation
arising from the averaging procedure. The results for all the samples, including the roughness
of the starting Ti foil as reference, are summarized in the plot in Figure 8. Analyzing this plot,
some conclusions can be drawn: (a) the starting Ti foil presents a high surface roughness (~12 nm).
However, the Au deposit, in each case, has the effect to reduce the surface roughness.

Figure 8. Plot synthesizing the comparison of the roughness σ for the bare Ti surface, of the surface of
the thinner (140 nm) Au film deposited, at θ = 48◦ , on Ti foil (sample B1), thinner (220 nm) Au film
deposited, at θ = 0◦ , on Ti foil (sample A1), thicker (230 nm) Au film deposited, at θ = 48◦ , on Ti foil
(sample B2), thicker (350 nm) Au film deposited, at θ = 0◦ , on Ti foil (sample A2).

This is due to the partial filling of the Ti surface holes determining, so, the decrease in the surface
heights standard deviations. In other words, the Au film makes the surface more uniform in the
sense that it decreases the surfaces height differences. (b) When fixed the deposition angle θ, the
surface roughness σ decreases by increasing the Au film thickness (the roughness of sample A2 is
lower than of sample A1, and the roughness of sample B2 is lower than of sample B1). This is due to
the fact that depositing more and more Au atoms, the starting holes in the Ti substrate are more and
more filled leading to the formation of a more and more flat surface. (c) When fixed the deposition
time, the surface roughness σ increases by increasing the deposition angle θ. In fact, the increase of
θ leads to the enhancement of the columnar morphology of the Au film, resulting in a more porous
structure. Therefore, for θ = 0◦ , the compact Au film exhibits, on its surface, a low density of height
discontinuities. On the contrary, for θ = 48◦ , the columnar morphology of the Au film greatly increases
the surface density of height discontinuities (i.e., the separations between neighboring columns),
resulting in the increase of the film surface roughness.
Summarizing, these data allow the tuning of the Au film structural characteristics for desired
applications when a Ti adhesion layer is needed for the growth of the film. In fact:

•

Applications which demand minimized surface roughness for the Au film [42,43], require thick
Au films deposited in normal incidence condition. In this sense, for example, atomically flat Au
films are needed for anchoring self-assembled organic monolayers (as examples hexadecanethiol
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self-assembled monolayers in [42] and tethered lipids in [43]) to fully exploit these systems as
building blocks for molecular electronics or for sensing and bio-sensing devices [43]. In addition,
the planar arrangement of the self-assembled organic monolayers on ultra-flat metal surfaces (Au
in particular) allows the application of a variety of surface-analytical techniques for the overall
characterizations of the molecules properties [43].
Applications which demand high surface roughness for the Au film [44,45], require thin Au
films deposited in oblique (i.e., glancing) deposition condition. In this sense, for example, recent
years have seen an increasing interest in highly-efficient absorbers and scatterers of visible light
for the conversion of solar energy into electrochemical energy. Regarding these applications,
ultra-rough metal films can efficiently act, in a device, as light absorbing or scattering [44] and
interference [45] elements with tuned action on the basis of roughness. Such capabilities are
employed, for example, in plasmonic solar cells [44], broadband plasmonic absorbers [44], water
splitting and photocatalysis devices [44], flexible optoelectronic devices [45].
Applications which demand directional anisotropic properties (i.e., optical, electrical, etc.) of the
Au film with minimized surface roughness [46,47], require thick Au film deposited in oblique
deposition condition. On the contrary, the increase of the roughness can be obtained by reducing
the film thickness. In this sense, for example, metal films presenting anisotropic elastic properties
can be exploited for the production of innovative microelectrochemical devices [46]. In these
films the elastic properties have a tensorial character resulting in direction-dependent response
of the microelectrochemical devices [46]. On the other hand, for example, metal films with
direction-dependent optical properties found recent interesting applications in devices exploiting
the birefringence and dichroism effects on the nanoscale [47]. Some of these devices comprehend
plasmon-assisted sensing and photovoltaic devices [47].
Applications which demand high conductivity Au film [48], require compact and low-roughness
film, i.e., thick films deposited in normal-incidence condition. In this sense, for example,
the conductivity of thin metal film can be strongly different from the corresponding bulk material
and determined by the porosity of the film [48]. The study of Smith et al. [48] shows that the
resistance of deposited thin Au film can increase from about 10 Ω to about 108 Ω when in the film
the Au volume fraction decreases from 1 to 0.16. This fact is crucial in realizing low-resistance Au
metallizations for any devices requiring contacting electrodes.
Applications which demand high-porous Au film [48–50], require film deposited in glancing
condition. In this sense, for example, nanoporous Au films take advantage of their enormous
exposed surface area to enhance chemical, electrochemical, and photoelectrochemical reactions
(such as photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction [49], etc.).

A final comment related to Figure 8 concerns some comparisons with previous literature:
in particular, the data in Figure 8 highlight an increase in the Au film surface roughness by increasing
the deposition angle θ (when fixed the deposition time, so compare sample A1 to sample B1 and
sample A2 to sample B2). A similar kinetic roughening was already observed in glancing angle
deposition of metal films [51,52] and ascribed to the atomic shadowing effect that increases the growth
rate of misoriented grains during growth. Dalla Torre et al. [51] sputter-deposited Ta films on inclined
substrates and found an increase of the Ta surface roughness from about 1 nm to about 20 nm increasing
the deposition angle from 0◦ to 85◦ . Frederick et al. [52] performed magnetron sputtering of CrN
films on MgO(001) and found and CrN surface roughness increase from about 1 nm to about 10 nm
increasing the deposition angle from 0◦ to 80◦ . Our data are fully consistent with these previous
finding, however, in addition, highlight the strict connection of the surface roughness results to the
cross-sectional nanoscale structure of the grown films.
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4. Conclusions
We investigated the nanoscale plan and cross-section morphological characteristics of Au films
sputter-deposited on Ti substrate both in normal and oblique conditions. We observed that both the
cross-sectional and plan nanoscale structure as well as the surface roughness of the Au film change on
the basis of the film thickness and deposition angle. In normal incidence condition, a compact, dense
Au film is obtained showing, in addition, a resemblance of columnar morphology which is less evident
increasing the film thickness. Furthermore, in this condition, increasing the film thickness, the film
surface roughness decreases from about 5 nm (film thickness of 220 nm) to about 3 nm (film thickness
of 350 nm). On the other hand, the oblique incidence condition enhances the branched columnar
morphology of the film, leading to the formation of a porous film formed by well-distinguished
columns which are tilted with respect to the normal direction to the substrate surface. Moreover,
the oblique incidence condition leads to the increase of the film surface roughness (with respect to the
normal incidence condition) but, also in this case, the surface roughness decreases by increasing the
film thickness: the surface roughness decreases from about 7 nm (film thickness of 140 nm) to about
4 nm (film thickness of 230 nm).
Therefore, the data presented in this work can be useful in the in the establishment of a general
scheme for the cross-sectional and plan structure of Au films used in devices where the use of Ti
adhesion layer for Au is needed. Since these different nanoscale structures of the Au films can greatly
influences the films physical properties, a general working framework relating the structural and
physical properties could be set.
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